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General Questions To Get You Started 

Q: Who can join TASS? 

A: TASS welcomes anyone interested in sailing and socializing! Established in 1984, 

TASS is the oldest Sailing and Social organization in Galveston Bay, Texas. As a non-

profit organization, our primary goal is to promote the recreational sport of sailing. 

 

Q: Is there an age requirement to join TASS? 

A: Yes, individuals must be 21 years or older to join TASS. 

 

Q: Do I need to own a boat to go sailing? 

A: No, ownership is not necessary! Upon joining, you can sail or learn to sail without 

investing in a boat. Most of our sailing activities occur on sailboats chartered from 

Waterford Marina in Kemah, TX. While boat owners are welcome, many members own 

boats and often invite fellow members to sail with them. 

 

Q: How often does TASS sail? 

A: TASS sails nearly every weekend on Galveston Bay, with qualified TASS sailors 

serving as Skippers. Additionally, TASS sponsors the Commodore’s Cup Race Series 

throughout the year. Information on CASUAL SAILS, Full Moon/Night Sails, and Races 

can be found on the TASS Calendar on our website, www.sailtass.com. 

 

Q: What should I bring on a TASS casual sail, and how should I prepare? 

A: No need to worry; special equipment isn't required. Bring items commonly used for a 

day at the beach, hiking, or outdoor sports. For more details, you can download our 

FAQs for Casual Sails - What the Crew Wants to Know and How to Prepare.pdf from 

the TASS library. 

 

Q: What if I've never been sailing before? 

A: No problem! Casual sails do not require prior sailing knowledge. However, if you're 

interested in learning, we offer training and classes for all skill levels. Most sails, 

classes, and social events are also open to non-members.  
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Q: When are your meetings? 

A: TASS meets on the 1st & 3rd Thursday of the month in the Galveston Bay / Kemah 

area and the 2nd & 4th Thursday of the month in Houston. Consult our calendar for 

specific times and locations of all meetings and events open to members and guests 

interested in learning about TASS. 

 

Q: How do I become a member? 

A: Joining TASS is easy! You can sign up online by following this link. JOIN US  

On this page, you will find up-to-date membership information. 

https://sailtass.com/join-us

